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S H A D O W  

Hidden or unconscious aspects of oneself, 
both good and bad, which the ego has  
either repressed or never realized. Rejected 
aspects of ourselves and also un developed 
potential. 
 
 
The psychological rule says that when an inner situation is 
not made conscious, it happens outside as fate. That is to  
say, when the individual remains undivided and does not  
become conscious of his inner opposite, the world must  
perforce act out the conflict and be torn into opposing halves. 
 

— Dr. Carl G. Jung, AION, pg 126, pg 71 
 
 
The Shadow is a moral problem that challenges the whole ego-personality, for no one can become conscious of 
the shadow without considerable moral effort. To become conscious of it involves recognizing the dark aspects 
of the personality as present and real. This act is the essential condition for any kind of self-knowledge, and it 
therefore, as a rule, meets with considerable resistance. Indeed, self-knowledge as a psychotherapeutic measure 
frequently requires much painstaking work extending over a long period of time. 
 

— Dr. Carl Jung, Psychology & Religion, pg 83 
 
I looked and looked and this I came to see — that what I thought was you and you was really me and me. 
 

— Unknown 
 
Like Beauty embracing the Beast, our beauty is deepened as our beastliness is honored. The poet Rainer Maria 
Rilke realized this when he said he feared that if his devil’s left him, his angels would take flight as well. 
                                   

 — excerpt from Meeting the Shadow edited by Connie Zwieg Ph.D. and Jeremiah Abrahms   
 
Denial is pushing something out of your awareness. Anything you hide in the basement has a way of  
burrowing under the house and showing up on the front lawn. 
 

— Howard Sasportas 
 
Not moral perfection but the promotion of the rejected complementary attitude is the basis of a religiously 
stable personality. 

 
— Liliane Frey-Rohn, Ph.D. 

 
To live without the creative potential of our own destructiveness is to be a cardboard angel. 

 
— Sheldon B. Kopp 

 
All in one and one in all. 

 
— Buddhist proverb 

 
The most common form of despair is not being who you are. 

 
— Kierkegaard 
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Pattern of our psyche from the inside/out  
75% of our being is unconscious 



Jung’s Theory of Opposites 
 

Jung says the opposites are a paradox of life. 
 

Black White  
Dark Light  
Hot Cold  
Female Male 
Night Day 
Altruistic Selfish 
Love Hate 
Wet Dry 
Up Down 
Left Right 
More Less 
Give Take 
Reject Attract 
Do Be 
Play Work 
Giving Receiving 
Rich Poor 
Helplessness Strength 
Fear/Cautious Trust 
Courage Weak 
Guilt Self-love 
Pessimistic Optimistic 
Lies Truth 
Ethical Unethical 
Holding on Letting go 
Moving Being still 
Random, chance Deliberate 
Grow, change Stagnant, stuck 
Belief Disbelief 
Happy/Cheerful Sad/Depressed 
Kind Mean 
Genuine False 
Hostile Loving 
Stop Go 
Push Pull 
Move Wait 
Aggressive Passive 
Lazy Hardworking 

 
 

 
 

 

Add  
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more 



CHARACTERISTICS OPPOSITES HOW CAN THAT HELP ME OR HURT ME 
 
critical more accepting less perfection, allow chaos to reign sometimes, go with the flow 

 
on time, punctual tardy not be in such a hurry, get more done before you leave 
 
assertive, direct passive-aggressive pushiness is off-putting, ask instead of bark, give other time to digest 
 
anger direct know when to stand up for yourself, ask for what you want  
 
responsible, duty irresponsible less nagging, controlling, delegate, world doesn’t revolve around me 

and I don’t have to take care of everyone, more choices   
 
hard worker lazy, no ambition let go of compulsive workaholism, learn to relax, play, have fun 

 
relax more active get going, get more done  
 
optimistic pessimistic seeing through rose-colored glasses, learn to discriminate, too naive, 

discernment, having boundaries 
 
cheerful, happy sad, grumpy being authentic, honest in the moment instead of wearing a mask/ 

persona - fake, too good to be true, think positively 
 
creative, expanding setting limits/choice when creative, you rely on divergent thinking but there comes a 

time when you have to choose and concretize  
 
forgiving unforgiving having boundaries, charitable of others mistakes, humble assessment  
 
cautious impulsive taking risks from time-to-time, letting go of fear, slow down 
 
close-minded open-minded letting in too much information without seeing what’s real, discernment 

 
courteous rude giving honest feedback when necessary, for instance sending back a  

cold meal 
 
confident, arrogant self-conscious, keeping humility in proportion, fearful, and/or allow yourself to toot your 

humble own horn too  
 
dependable undependable recognizing things change sometimes that cannot be helped, flexible 

instead of rigidity, controlling 
 
forthright, honest secretive, dishonest keeping things to ourselves when necessary 
 
friendly unfriendly having boundaries, not letting everyone in, distancing oneself, isolating 
 
generous cheap frugal, ability to save, tighter with money instead of overgive and strap 

yourself 
 
giving, helpful holding back attracting victims to save so you can feel powerful, disempowering 

and enabling others, eventually I will resent you if there is no reciprocity 
 
selfishness self-care you have to look at when it’s appropriate for you to be selfish to protect 

yourself  
 
idealistic cynical realistic, seeing the big picture before leaping, caution, practical 
 
independent dependent allowing others to help, give to you, asking for your needs to be met 
 
industrious lazy learning to relax and play, chill, smell the roses 
 
intelligent ignorant, stupid always more to learn and integrate 

 
kind cruel doormat, allows people to take advantage, having boundaries, saying  

no when appropriate 
 
leader follower let others lead, get the tickets and invite you for a change  
 
lenient too strict let things get out of control  
 
innocent manipulative/ naive, attracting wolves, thiefs, liars and cheats - Jesus said 

calculating I sent you out as sheep in the midst of wolves, so be wise as 
serpents and innocent as doves - deception, deceit, duplicity, under-
handedness, double-dealing, tricker  

 

MORE OPPOSITES 
Characteristics that would balance us out if used with temperance



 

I am a man: I count nothing human foreign to me. 
— Terence, circa 190-159 BC 

 

Whatever one does not live, lives against one.  
— Carl Gustav Jung 

 

I looked and looked and this I came to see, that what I thought  
was you and you, was really me and me. 

- Unknown

Self Love is Loving All of Me

Name



Astro*Intelligence reports are the world’s 
only computerized astrological reports  
that recreate the thinking process used  
by world-famous astrologer Liz Greene,  
Ph.D. when she interprets a horoscope.  
The result is a series of reports that are 
both amazingly accurate and piercingly  
insightful. Thanks to expert systems, and  

state-of-the-art 
programming 
techniques,  
you can  
benefit from  
the wisdom  
of Liz Greene  
at a fraction  
of the cost  
of a personal  
consultation!

LIZ GREENE
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Psychological Horoscope Analysis  
for individuals - $65.00 + $8. P&H‰
★ Psychological Horoscope Analysis — Liz Greene’s unique 
interpretation of the birth chart focuses on the strengths and weak-
nesses of your psychological type. She discusses the conscious and un-
conscious aspects of your personality including a description of your 
shadow, the psycholo  gical atmosphere during your childhood, typical 
patterns in your relationships and the best way towards integration 
and development. The text is lively, thought-provoking, psychologi-
cally deep and free of “astrologese.” The analysis is a serious discussion 
of an adult person’s problems in life and, therefore, is not offered for 
children under 14. 18-25 pages. Specify gender, birth date, time and place. 
 
Career and Vocational Horoscope - $65.00 + $7. P&H  
★ Career and Vocational Horoscope — has generated consider-
able interest, because finding and pursuing a career path  that is right 
for you and uses your talents leads personal success, material rewards, 
recognition and achievement. Liz has written an analysis that deals 
with the fundamental issue of our role in the mundane world. It con-
siders key questions like what potential and specific talents can you 
bring into your working life? What difficulties and limitations hold 
you back either in real terms or simply blocks that can be overcome? 
All manner of angles are considered in relation to the question of 
what is your calling or ideal vocation.  

Liz writes in her unique style — where each time you read it,  
new dimensions and avenues to explore are revealed. Not only is there 
the pleasure and rewards of self-discovery as in other reports by Liz 
Greene, but there is a real possibility that the insights can translate 
into personal success outside your inner personal world. Specify gender, 
birth date, time and place. 
 
Relationship Horoscope - $75.00 + $8. P&H  
★ Relationship Horoscope — Liz Greene relationship analysis for 
any two adults over 18 who are having a love relationship. The report 
analyzes what brings you together, the essence of the relationship and 
the deeper issues activated inside you as a result of the relationship. 
20-25 pages. Specify gender, birth date, time and place of both partners. 
You can also order a second report written from the other partner’s 
point of view for - $40.00. + $8  
 
Yearly Horoscope Analysis - $65.00 + $8. P&H (12 months) ‰
★ Yearly Horoscope Analysis — “The Meaning of the Time” uses 
selected transits and progressions to explore the year’s main themes  
as well as outlining the prevalent themes for each month. She also  
discusses the trends in each sphere of life: emotional, mental, physical 
and spiritual. The text focuses primarily on the inner developments, 
conflicts, changes and realizations which reflect the real meaning of 
time. 40-50 pages. Specify gender, birth date, time and place. 
 
Child’s Horoscope - $65.00 + $8. P&H  
★ Child’s Horoscope — Liz Greene uses her deep understanding  
of astrology and psychology to give parents her special insight into 
their child’s personality. Discover a child’s psychological type, talents, 
needs and anxieties enabling him/her to find and follow the right 
path. 20-25 pages. Specify gender, birth date, time and place. 

All credit cards accepted 
To order call: 

281-799-2900 
or visit: shadowdance.com 

Add $8. for postage and handling.  
Foreign countries additional P&H required. 

(P&H subject to change if postage increases). 
 
 

BIRTH TIME IS A MUST 
FOR ACCURACY 

 
VERY IMPORTANT: Please include birth time, 
date, (please spell out the birthday month such as  
September instead of using the symbol 9) and place 
(city, state and country) and please specify gender. 
Email: rebecaeigen@shadowdance.com or call:  
281-799-2900. 
 

Long Term Perspectives for Individuals - $75. + $8. P&H  
★ Long-Term Perspectives - 6 Year Horoscope —Astrological cycles do not take human calendars into account. 
The movement of the planets have their own logic and timing. The long-term horoscope for 6 years starting from the 
beginning of the current year, allows you to look into the long-ranging and complex processes of your psyche. Your 
inner development, which is reflected by transits of the slower-moving planets and progressions, is usually not in  
a hurry and gives your personality time to integrate the new. It is helpful, though, to know these new developments  
in advance and Liz Greene provides some insights. 

Besides your own personal themes, Liz Greene analyzes the collective constellations of the new millennium,  
and how they influence your individual horoscope. Approximately 50 pages. Specify gender, birth date, time and place.

Liz Greene is a world-famous astrologer,  

Jungian analyst and author noted for her 

uniquely powerful synthesis of depth  

psychology, myth, archetypes and astrol-

ogy. Her powerful understanding of 

human behavior coupled with a gifted 

writing style makes her reports especially 

appropriate for those interested in deep 

exploration of the human experience.



Astro*Intelligence

AstroText PORTRAIT - $35.00 + $8. P&H 
Planets in House, Signs and Aspects  
by Robert Pelletier  
How well do you know yourself? 

— AstroText Portrait is an analysis of your 
character and personality, based on the delin-
eation of the planets by sign, house and aspects.  
It starts with an interpretation of your sun and 
moon combination, followed by a reading of your 
ascendant or rising sign and the house position of 
its ruling planet. After a brief introduction to the 
meaning of each house, the computer prints an in-
terpretation of every planet located in that house 
and the aspects from that planet to others in your 
chart. AstroText Portrait can be ordered for anyone over 
14 years old. For younger children, and for insights into 
your own childhood, we offer Youth Horoscope. Specify 
birth date, time and place. 
 

YOUTH Horoscope - $30.00 + $8. P&H 

The Horoscope for Younger People  
by Robert Hand 
 
— Youth Horoscope helps you to understand 
your children, and how you can support them in 
dealing with the problems they face in growing 
up. It focuses on the child or adolescent whose 
world-view, while broadly mapped by the birth 
horoscope, is more fluid and in process of forma-
tion. It describes the planetary influences at birth 
with an emphasis on children’s concerns, such as 
family and peer relationships, independence and 
responsibility, values and decision-making. It dis-
cusses the child as a learner, stressing specific qual-
ities that he or she will need to develop to cope 
successfully with the challenges of life.  
20-25 pages. Specify birth date, time and place. 
 

BIRTH TIME IS A MUST FOR ACCURACY.  
VERY IMPORTANT: Please include birth time, date, (please spell out  
the birthday month such as September instead of using the symbol 9) 

and place (city, state and country) and gender.   

PARTNER Horoscope - $35.00 + $8. P&H 
Composite Horoscope Interpretation for 
two persons based on Planets in Composite 
by Robert Pelletier 
 
— AstroText Partner is based on the composite 
of the two natal charts. Using this method, a third 
chart is created — a chart of the relationship itself. 
When two people come together, something new 
emerges which has its own identity, development 
pattern and independent energy. This is one of the 
reasons why we behave so differently in different 
relationships. The nature of the relationship itself 
causes a different response in us. To fully under-
stand a relationship, however, you must first un-
derstand the people in it. We recommend that you 
do not rely only on Partner Horoscope to under-
stand your relationships. Get an individual report 
for yourself and for your partner also. 
 
Money and Success 
by Marcus Jehle M&S 
18-25 pages, $50.00 + $8. P&H  
— Your personal path to success and happiness. 
Money and success are the two main promises of 
happiness in our society and culture. Those who 
are blessed with them usually have the necessary 
status so that they hardly need to worry about 
their livelihood. However, the associated values  
are mostly predetermined by the environment and 
do not inevitably lead to personal happiness and  
well-being. Instead of discussing investment plan-
ning and promising career plans, the following 
horoscope analysis presents your very personal  
dispositions and resources that make it possible  
for you to develop your individual potential. 
 
All credit cards accepted and PayPal online  

To place an order call: 

281-799-2900 
shadowdance.com   

Astrology Reports by Robert Pelletier and John Townley

H I G H L Y  R E C O M M E N D  

Excellent Transit Report  
for the Year written by Rob Hand  

Transits of the Year by Robert Hand - $65.00 + $8. P&H 
  

Transits of the Year — Robert Hand’s approach to interpreting transits integrates the events that may 
happen, the feelings you may experience and the possibilities of each transit for growth and awareness.  
Rob uses your age, factors in your natal chart and the current transits to focus on the prevalent themes  
of the year ahead. 25-28 pages; covers 12 months of selected transits. Specify birth date, time, place. 



MERLIN Natal Horoscope Report 
by Gina Ronco and Agnes Nightingale  
+ YOUR PAST LIFE Report  
by Terri Rhodes 
$20.00 email PDF 
$15.00 email PDF (Merlin Only) 
 
— This birth chart interpretation gives you 
general characteristics, how you approach life 
and how you appear to others, the inner you: 
your real motivations, mental interests and 
abilities, emotions, moods, feelings and ro-
mance, drive and ambition: how you achieve 
your goals, growth and expansion: areas that 
you enjoy, areas that challenge you or are dif-
ficult for you, originality and imagination, 
areas where you are creative, unique, unstable 
or compulsive. Then it covers specific genera-
tional influences for your age group: the sub-
conscious and emotional drives, the ideals 
and illusions and what’s new and different. 
11-12 pages. Also includes a 6-7 page Karmic 
Report on past life influences. Specify birth date, 
time and place. 
 
COMPATIBILITY - Relationship  
Compatibility Reports by Gina Ronco 
$15.00 email PDF 
— For Friendships or Romance (Please spec-
ify). These reports will compare your tempera-
ments and lifestyles that affect your ability  
to harmonize with each other. Major themes: 
what brought you together, Destiny and final 
outcome of the relationships energy. Specify 
birth date, time and place of each person. 
 
ADVANCED FORECAST Yearly  
Horoscope Transits by Jeff Jawer 
$15.00  email PDF 
— The daily transits of the planets from Mars 
thru Pluto as they aspect your birth chart will 
tell you why some days you feel zippy, ready  
to meet the world and on others you feel  
introspective and want solitude. Mars is the 
planet of action, Jupiter is the planet of  
as piration, Saturn is the planet of order and  
responsibility, Uranus is the planet of change 
and rebellion, Neptune is the planet of ideals 
and illusions, and Pluto is the planet of  
healing and transformation. Specify birth  
date, time and place. 

 
EDGAR CAYCE PAST LIFE REPORT 
$10.00 email PDF 
— This analysis of the birth chart is based on  
Ry Redd’s study of the Edgar Cayce readings. 
The language of this report is in the Cayce  
tradition: very esoteric and inspiring. Specify birth 
date, time and place. 
 

 

CONFLICT & COMPATIBILITY 
REPORT by Dorothy Oja 
$10.00 email PDF 
— Do you have what it takes to  
create a lasting relationship? Find 
your areas of strength as well as  

potential conflicts with your mate. She inter-
prets only particularly important aspects be-
tween the two charts and relationships between 
zodiac sign placements — aspects to the ruler of 
the 7th house cusp, aspects to the angles, as-
pects to inner planets, and important zodiac 
sign placements. In this way, the major themes 
and issues of the relationship are revealed. 
About 10-12 pages in length. Specify birth date, 
time and place. 
 
PAST LIFE REPORT  
by Terri Rhodes $5.00 email PDF 
— This interpretation of the birth chart was de-
veloped by Canadian astrologer Terri Rhodes. 
The analysis focuses on the Moon’s nodes and 
Saturn but includes interpretations of many 
other factors in the natal chart as well. The 
printout is short, about 5 to 6 pages long.  
Specify birth date, time and place. 
 
 

To place an order call: 

281-799-2900  
For more information visit  

shadowdance.com 
 

VERY IMPORTANT: Please include birth time, date, 
(please spell out the birthday month such as September 
 instead of using the symbol 9) and place (city, state and 
country) and gender. 
 
All credit cards accepted through PayPal  
online. Add $8. P&H when applicable. Foreign countries  
additional postage for P&H is required. Email me at 
 rebecaeigen@shadowdance.com to find out cost.  

BIRTH TIME IS A MUST FOR ACCURACY

NEW



C O N S U L T A T I O N S  
with Rebeca Eigen, Relationship Alchemist & 

Astrologer for the 7th House 
- Relationships, Marriage and Open Enemies -  

T E S T I M O N I A L S   
“Rebeca’s wisdom and insight will surprise you! She 

knew me better in 5 minutes than a year in Jungian 

analysis. Don’t walk ... RUN to work with her! She  

is a real treasure!”  

— Barbara B., Dallas, TX 

 

“Talk about instant gratification! I wish I had found 

Rebeca earlier in my quest for self knowledge! The  

aspects of my personality and life that she illumi-

nated for me clicked so quickly and I felt as if I was 

being handed the keys to my personal success!”  

— Sheila S. K., Houston, TX 

 

“I just had to take a moment to thank you. The chart 

reading that you did for me and studying about my 

Shadow and projections has made such a positive  

impact on my life. It’s like I have turned on a switch. 

I’m going to continue the process using the Work-

book. Bless you!”  

— Layla R., Bossier City, LA 

 

“Rebeca’s reading was spot on and very insightful! 

What I appreciated was that it wasn’t simply an  

astrological reading — Rebeca added wisdom to the 

information she shared that helped me navigate  

a challenging time in my life.” 

—Louise G., Australia 

  

“Thanks for being blunt Rebeca. Very enlightening. 

You have given me a better perspective for opening  

up myself!” 

— Leticia R., Laredo, TX 

  

“Amazingly helpful reading!!! 

Thank you Rebeca for your very insightful reading. 

At 62 years old I found myself at a turning point in 

my life. I was at the beginning of a new relationship 

which appeared to me, to be a forever love. After  

3 failed marriages, I was understandably nervous 

about trusting my feelings. Your relationship reading 

validated everything. We are so happy and so in love. 

 Rebeca has many years of experience and study  

behind her when it comes to relationship astrology. 

She's not guessing in the dark. She understands what 

she is talking about. Everything she said was spot on. 

Very helpful in understanding my new relationship. 

Best reading I've ever gotten! My boyfriend enjoyed 

hearing it too!” 

— Gail B., Houston, TX 

 

shadowdance.com

F O R  I N D I V I D U A L S  &  C O U P L E S :  
Visit my web site for more information on the variety of  
consultations & reports available at shadowdance.com. 

 
NATAL Consultation (Based on time, place and date of 

birth)  »  TRANSITS (where the planets are right now and 
how that affects you)  »  COUPLES   »  How we can improve 

our partnership with our astrological guidance  »  If you 
want to understand your child - PARENT/CHILD  »   

 

All sessions pre-paid. All credit cards and Paypal accepted. 
 

Call 281.799.2900 to schedule a consultation 
or join a LIVE webinar by going to shadow-

dance.com/webinars to sign up. 
 

As you discover the potential gifts in Shadow work; i.e.  

the hidden or unconscious aspects of yourself, ALL relationships 

— intimate partners, friends, parents, siblings, co-workers 

and others are greatly improved. 

 

ARE YOU in pain & conflict 
in one or more of your  

most important relationships? 
 
Rebeca Eigen, an astrologer for 25+ years 
specializes in relationships. From every 
day decisions to critical, life-altering  
moments, Rebeca shares with you her 
practical wisdom and guidance for your 
life’s journey in becoming who you are 
meant to be.  

Your Astrology symbolized by your birth chart is a blue 
print of your psyche. The benefits of a consultation are to 
help you understand yourself and the complex relation-
ships/situations in your life. You will learn that we are con-
nected to the cosmos, that there is purpose and meaning 
and that who you came here to be is completely unique.  

Using Jungian psychology, Rebeca guides you to see the 
potential that hides in your hidden Self — your Shadow! 
Clients walk away with insights to themselves that help 
them see a new direction based on self-knowledge. 



IN THIS BOOK YOU WILL LEARN: 
• The concept of the Shadow, a term coined by the eminent psychiatrist, Dr. Carl G. 

Jung, how it is formed and where it stems from. 
 
• Repetitive patterns in relationships and why they occur. The term "projection" and 

what that means to each individual. This can be relationships with spouses, bosses,  
siblings, friends, anyone so all relationships. 

 
• How to meet people halfway and discover your missing parts. 
 
• Astrology. A synchronistic model = A tool for Self Awareness that can help you in all 

your relationships as you see the many characters that you inherently are. How all these  
parts need a place to be expressed in your life. 

 
• How the Astrological 7th House, in particular can help you discover the parts of yourself  

that get projected whenever a “fascination” with a potential lover (or what drew two people 
together in the first place) occurs. Or a person you "hate" or “cannot stand” as both contain 
parts of our Shadow. 

 
• Some essential ingredients for communication and how each person can contribute 

to improving the quality of their relationship by owning their own Shadow. 
 
• Ultimately we will find out we are not victims, that all our relationships are purposeful and 

that the Universe brings to us exactly what we need to become conscious of our many "Selves" 
hidden in the unconscious part of us that Jung called our Shadow. 

The Shadow Dance  
& the Astrological  

7th House Workbook   
$24.95 + $8 P&H 

 
The Workbook is designed to help you 
do your own Shadow Work and to use  
your birth chart to see your 7th house  
requirements. The planets in, or ruling  
the 7th house, and in aspect to Venus,  
will give you details of what you are  
missing in yourself. Knowing their  
astrology, two people have detailed  
information to help them learn  
to cooperate and compromise  
(two key Libra words).

Rebeca Eigen, Relationship Alchemist, Astrologer for 25+ years and a student of Jungian 
psychology, specializes in relationships. She uses the astrological birth chart to evoke the 
symbolic and help you become more aware of your total Self. Her study of the Shadow 
using astrological tools has given her an invaluable awareness of the unconscious and the 
role it plays in the relationships that we attract into our lives. We know from studying 
myth that Beauty eventually learned to love the Beast.  
  

To Order call: 281-799-2900 
Shadowdance.com 


